Monday, 10th February 2020

10:00 PI Meeting [Conference Room]
11:00 PhD Day: Talks I [Conference Room]

Jacek Kudera (Project C4):
*Slavic spoken intercomprehension: From segments to prosody*

Linda Sommerfeld (Project A5):
*The Role of Language Experience and Visual Context in linguistic Surprisal*

12:00 Group picture PhD students / Lunch break

13:00 PhD Day: Talks II [Conference Room]

Iona Gessinger (Associated PhD):
*Phonetic Accommodation in Interaction with a Virtual Language Learning Tutor*

Marius Mosbach (Project B4):
*Probing Neural Language Models for (Linguistic) Knowledge*

Badr Abdullah (Project C4):
*Spoken Language Identification of Closely-Related Languages: A Case Study on the Slavic Language Family*

14:30 PhD Day: Poster Session (with coffee break) [Conference Room]

Margarita Rhyzova (Project A3):
*Are atypicality inferences effortless? Evidence from German and English*

Wei Shi (Project B2):
*Domain Adaptation with External Knowledge for Implicit Discourse Relation Classification*

Yu Chen (Project C4):
*Intercomprehension motivated machine translation*

Johannes Tröger (Associated PhD):
*Leveraging Practice Effects in Semantic Verbal Fluency for Automatic Classification of Amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment*

15:30 IGK Meeting [Conference Room]